
Adamariz - TRUTH REMIX

{Intro: adamariz}

This the remix

Ay

Ay

Ay

Yeah

Yeah

Yeah, lemme tell y'all something about the truth

Let's get it

Yeah

Ay

Ay

Ay

{Verse 1: adamariz}

Your word is proof that you are the truth

Tried to inform the youth

But they was on a another tune

Smoking the devils lettuce mixing it with purple juice

Random fruits and sprite too

They leaning towards everything that goes against You

Tried to get me on that road

All my friends and all my foes

Tried to say a fairy tale was told

But want me to sell my soul

I did some planting, got back ten fold

Cause Imma reap what i sow

This is what I chose

The truth over acting woke

The truth over lies they spoke

The truth over gossip they wrote



Cause you talked down on a child of the almighty

{Verse 2: Parris Chariz}

Look, tried to talk down on a child of the most high

Ended where they fly with the clouds

Please do a search inside yourself before you drown

Deep conversations, turn the wave by the pound

The weight of every burden getting lifted

Balancing the scales of my emotions when I listen

All your filled with yourself and not the spirit

But they wanted me to fear 'em

Never think that it ain't levels cause were pyramids

I talked to God about the devil in my ear

Then I let Him take the wheel

I'm on the road to getting healed

If it ain't real then I choose not hear it

And the P stands for period

{Verse 3: Battz}

Ok, look

If you really got a problem

Just look in the mirror 

I start working on myself and now my vision is clearer 

It was near sided 

I've been fighting 

I decided 

I provided 

Y'all be lying about how y'all really feel 

Word to my mother and all the others

That was never suckers 

And lovers of they self 

And push the kid to build the wealth 

I should've been dead along time ago 



Then God came in and showed me how I've grown 

Every move is calculated 

Every move is pivotal 

Don't follow the world 

I abide by the biblical 

The fact that I'm alive today

I swear man

It's a miracle 

Started from the bottom 

Now we climbing to the pinnacle 

Man, this ain't hat lyrical

It's that spiritual 

There ain't no demons in my vehicles 

Yeah, we kings were imperial 

Yeah, we kings were imperial 

Yeah


